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120th Anniversary of the
triple-expansion steam engine
and Lancashire boiler

1895 Triple-expansion steam engine
This engine is very special in many respects. Properly stated it is a vertical,
inverted, triple-expansion, condensing steam engine. It is the oldest working example in the UK and the first to be used in a water-pumping station.

Guest of Honour
Sir Colin Shepherd
accompanied by Lady Shepherd
May we ask guests, members
and visitors to assemble in the
Visitor Centre at 2.15pm
2.30 Sir Colin Shepherd
Chairman Noel Meeke replies
Move to Bay 6
2.45 Sir Colin unveils a plaque to
mark the celebratory occasion

In 1890 the water authority, Hereford City Council, was advised by its surveyor and
engineer, John Parker, that the old beam engines were reaching the end of their
useful lives and becoming very inefficient. He advised the Council to install a
‘modern large rotative steam engine’. Tenders were sought and five were received.
The engine chosen was made by Worth Mackenzie and Co Ltd of Stockton-onTees. Compared with the beam engines that it replaced the new engine required
steam at much greater pressure. In consequence a new steam-raising boiler was
required supplied by Riley Brothers Ltd, also of Stockton-on-Tees.
To accommodate the new engine an additional bay had to be constructed (Bay 6).
In 1893 Worth Mackenzie sent a resident engineer to Hereford who used a local
builder to construct the extra bay and install the massive concrete foundations. The
engine was received in parts by rail from Stockton and rebuilt on site. It was opened
officially on 25th October 1895 having been built on time and within budget.
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Sir Colin and Lady Shepherd tour the
Museum followed by afternoon tea
with the Trustees
The plaque on
the engine 
records the official opening. On
the centenary in
1995 the day
was re-enacted
in full Victorian
costume.

Ahead of its time or end of its time?
When installed it was the most advanced engine of its type
and was accorded a fulsome critique in the Engineer magazine. It was built to provide the maximum economy by
converting as much energy as possible in the steam into
usable power for pumping. It had special valve gear on the
first, high-pressure, cylinder and a condenser on the third,
low-pressure, cylinder to maximise the assistance of atmospheric pressure.

Guest of honour, Sir Colin Shepherd, admiring the tripleexpansion steam engine on a recent visit

Restoration of the engine

Below the pistons are three rams each of which lifted a quarter of
a ton of water at every stroke. It pumped the water from the River
Wye up to the Broomy Hill Water Treatment Works and was capable of pumping one million gallons (4,500,000 litres) every
twelve hours. This was sufficient for Hereford’s needs in 1895 but
only a fraction of what is required today. In less than ten years
Hereford’s demand for water exceeded the capacity of even this
huge engine. A second smaller two-cylinder steam engine was
installed in 1907 but the technology was changing. From 1911
electric pumps were installed. The engine was last used in 1952.

Maintenance
The triple-expansion engine is 120 years old and
requires a lot of tender
loving care to keep it operating. In recent times the
condensate pump on the
low-pressure cylinder has
had to be rebuilt with a
new connecting rod made
from scratch. At times the
engine can be hard to start
accompanied by imprecations from the volunteer
staff! Fred Snelgrove, the
engineer in charge of the
engine (right) and other
volunteers spend some
time most Tuesdays keeping the old lady working.

(L-R) William Austin (Chief Engineer of the Herefordshire
Water Board), a gentleman from BP presenting a donation,
John Townsend (first curator of the Waterworks Museum),
Stephen Southall (founder) and William Penhale (Treasurer)

Lancashire boiler

When Stephen Southall, Chairman of the Herefordshire
Water Board, first visited the Lower Pumping Station at
Hereford in 1960, he saw the triple-expansion engine
standing forlornly and covered in cobwebs. He recorded that the sight of the magnificent old engine ‘took his
breath away’ and he resolved that the Pumping Station
should become a museum dedicated to drinking water.
In the early 1970s the water undertaking was absorbed into
the Welsh National Water Development Authority, forerunner
of Welsh Water, which agreed and the Museum was founded
in 1974 with Stephen Southall as Chairman. The first task
was to restore the boiler and steam
engines to working order. Help was
sought from the County of Salop
Steam Engine Society and a working party was formed.
By 1977 the Lancashire boiler,
triple-expansion and twin-cylinder
steam engines were on working
display to the public. We owe a
debt of gratitude to Stephen Southall for his foresight and tenacity in
establishing the Museum.
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No longer in use, the Lancashire boiler was an integral aspect
of the installation 120 years ago. It provided steam at 160 psi
(11 bar) to power the triple-expansion steam engine. Probably
the fourth boiler in its position, it replaced a Cornish boiler.
When in use it took 48 hours from being lit to producing steam
at full pressure. When the fires were allowed to go out the boiler
remained warm to the touch for a week and a half.
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